Selective filtering of spectral and angular optical transmission has recently attracted a great deal 10 of interest. While optical passband and stopband spectral filters are already widely used, angular 11 selective transmission and reflection filtering represents a less than fully explored alternative. 12
Nonetheless, this approach could be promising for several applications, including stray radiation 13 minimization and background emission exclusion. In this work, a concept for angle-selective 14 reflection filtering using guided mode resonance coupling is proposed. Although guided mode 15 resonance structures are already used for spectral filtering, in this work, a novel variation on 16
angle-selective reflection filtering using guided mode resonance coupling is proposed. We 17 investigate angle-dependent properties of such structures for potential use as angularly selective 18 reflection filters. We utilize interference between diffraction modes to provide tunable selectivity 19 with a sufficient angular width. Combining these structures with thermal emitters can exclude 20 selected emission angles for spatially selective thermal emissivity reduction toward sensitive 21 targets, as well as directionally selective emissivity exclusion for suppression of solar heating.
22
We show a very large selective reduction of heat exchange by 99.77% between an engineered 23 emitter and a distant receiver, using just a single groove grating and an emitting substrate in the 24 emitter's side. Also, we show a selective reduction of heat exchange by approximately 77% 25 between an emitter covered by engineered sets of angular selective reflection filters and a nearby 26 sensitive target. The suggested angle-selective structure may have applications in excluding 27 background thermal radiation: in particular, thermal emission reduction for daytime radiative 28 cooling, sensitive IR telescope detectors, and high-fidelity thermoluminescent spectroscopy. 29 30
I. INTRODUCTION 31
Controlling the angular selectivity of optical transmission is a recently emerging branch of 32 photonics, which has recently attracted a great deal of interest [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . With recent advances in 33 nanophotonics, broadband angular selectivity has recently been achieved in the laboratory. Some 34 examples include microscale compound parabolic concentrators to limit the emission angle for 35 solar cells [1, 6] , non-resonant Brewster modes in metallic gratings for angle-selective broadband 36 absorption and selective thermal emission [7] and 1D photonic crystal heterostructures [8, 9] . 37
This approach can also allow for significant reduction of unwanted optical noise over a wide 38 frequency range [4] . 39
These examples show that selective angular transmission is well-established. However, a tunable 40
angle-selective reflection peak has not been demonstrated yet. In fact, Babinet's principle 41
indicates that it should generally be possible to achieve such a goal, through processes such as 42 inversion [10] . Such an approach could be uniquely useful for elimination of unwanted optical 43 components from a certain direction, for example to mitigate optical noise effects from a known 44 source. However, achieving this goal requires a methodology to fully control directional angular 45 reflection peaks or transmission nulls, exactly like a notch filter in the spatial angular domain. 46
In this work, we present a methodology to design arbitrary control of angular selectivity using 47 reflection resonances. We propose guided mode resonance (GMR) filters [11] to provide this 48 functionality, using high contrast dielectric gratings (HCG) [12] , or more generally photonic 49 crystal slabs [13, 14] . The resonant selective behavior of GMR filters results from interference of 50 resonances in the high index decorated slab with the background transmission, and manifests 51 itself as a Fano-resonance lineshape [13] . It has been shown that GMR modes strongly depend 52 on the incident angle on the slab and polarization [15] . Thus, they could provide tunability over 53 incident angles and wavelengths. Also, the angular properties of wideband GMR reflectors has 54 been theoretically and experimentally demonstrated recently [16] . Since GMR modes experience 55 both index guiding and photonic bandgap confinement, their associated quality factors are 56 usually high [11, 15] . It is also possible to modify their behavior by controlling coupling to 57 multiple diffraction modes. The physics can be understood through the framework of the coupled 58 mode theory [17] , where a resonant mode can have different decay channels according to the 59 associated loss mechanisms. For example, if the GMR filter is suspended in air, there will be two 60 decay channels in forms of reflection and transmission at the two surfaces of the slab. When the 61 number of decay channels increase due to the presence of multiple diffraction orders, the quality 62 factor will decrease. Hence, it is possible to control the angular width, as well as the resonance 63 frequency quality factor based on this argument. Moreover, these loss rates control the resonant 64 mode amplitude [18] . Controlling coupling parameters and loss rates can be achieved mainly by 65 controlling the geometry of the GMR filter, primarily the lateral period of the structure and the 66 thickness of the slab. 67
We show simple structures based on GMR filters that exhibit selective reflection angular 68
property over a given frequency range. The simplest example is a single groove HCG for a given 69 incident light polarization. In our previous work [19] , we showed that this HCG can be designed 70 to exhibit reflection angular selectivity around the normal direction. The mechanism depends on 71 destructive interference at the exit of the slab, despite the presence of the resonant mode. In this 72 paper, we propose double groove HCG for larger tunability of guided mode resonances over 73 incident angles. We also place a low-loss absorber as a substrate, and use GMR filters to control 74 absorptivity, and emissivity as implied by Kirchhoff's law of thermal radiation [20] .
75
Consequently, GMR filters can be used for spatial control of thermal emission nulls, where a 76 specific region on a receiver admits reduced emissivity. The chosen design of the double groove 77 grating allows for lower quality factor, and wider angular widths of the emission nulls, hence 78 provides flexibility for designing thermal emitters and receivers. 79
One of the applications that may benefit from reflection angular selectivity is daytime radiative 80 cooling [21,22], a passive process in which the cooling power increases rapidly with 81 temperature. To avoid counterproductive heating by sunlight that cancels out this beneficial 82 cooling effect, a solar-blind thermal emitter is needed. Also, angle-selective reflection filters can 83 be useful to reduce or eliminate noise from nearby thermal emitters in sensitive optical detectors.
84
One example is stray thermal emission in IR telescopes that limits the signal-to-noise ratio 85 (SNR) due to unavoidable emission from the telescope structure itself First, the physics of GMR filters is discussed to show its eligibility for angular-selective 114 reflection control. Then we utilize the concept of GMR filters to reduce thermal 115 emission/absorption towards a distant target. The proposed thermal emitter reduces energy 116 exchange with the far target in a specific frequency range by designing a directional 117 emission/absorption null in the normal direction. This approach can be useful for daytime 118 radiative cooling through the rejection of heat absorption from the normal direction where the 119 direct component of sunlight is received. 120
More generally, for nearby emitting sources, for example the structural support of an IR 121 telescope, we present an engineered design of a thermal emitter that spatially excludes the 122 emitted power towards a vulnerable target on the receiver, e.g. the IR detector, for a given range 123 of emitted wavelengths. In this study, we assume a quasi-2D problem, in which an emitter 124 surface has infinite length in one direction, and a finite length in the other direction. The 125 receiver is also infinite in one direction and is of the same length as the emitter 1 2 l l = in the 126 same direction. The emitter and receiver planes are separated by a distance D. As shown in Fig.  127 1, the region of length t l is placed in the middle of the receiver's plane, where the sensitive 128 component is located. Whether the emitter is distant or close to the receiver is defined by 129 whether or not 
140
The exclusion angular width should be reduced as the distance between the segment and the target 141 increases.
143

II. METHODS 144
The emissivity function depends on the wavelength, angle and polarization. To compute the 145 emissivity function, we use Kirchhoff's law of thermal radiation [20] , which states that the 146 absorptivity equals the emissivity for a given wavelength, angle and polarization in thermal 147 equilibrium. Hence, it is possible to compute the emissivity dependence with wavelength, angle 148 and polarization, through a reflection and transmission analysis. Hence, based on Kirchhoff's 149 law, we can think that a directional null of the emissivity means a directional null in the 150 absorptivity, or if the structure does not allow transmission of incident waves, then a directional 151 null of absorptivity means a directional maximum of reflectivity. This simplifies the 152 requirements of this study, since the problem is now reduced to the angular modification of 153 reflectivity. Therefore, a filter with the desired angular dependence could be used on top of a 154 low-loss thick absorber or emitter. In the remainder of this section, we summarize our approach 155 to precisely calculate the band structure, absorptivity, and view factor for specific structures. 156
A. Band structure computation 157
The p-polarization guided mode resonances are leaky modes guided in the grating structure. To 
C. View factor calculation 182
The view factor 1 2 F − allows us to quantify the strength of the thermal exchange, and is defined as 183 the probability that a thermal photon emitted by one surface 1 A 
where ( ) ( )
l and D are the emitter's length, the 191 receiver's length and the separation distance between their centers, respectively. Note that the 192 receiver's length could be the target's length only or the length of the receiver excluding the 193 target, depending on which view factor we are seeking. In the latter case, the integration in the 194 numerator is broken into a summation of two integrals spanning 2 2 / 2 
A. Photonic design for angular exclusion 205
To demonstrate angular exclusion, we seek angular reflection filters that couple all incident 206 light into reflection modes at a given wavelength, with a sufficient angular width to cover a 207 target location. Accordingly, we propose a design based on Si HCGs, assuming that Si is 208 thermally transparent in the wavelength range of interest. As shown in Fig. 2(a It is important to mention that all the detected 227 modes are leaky modes, and they will be resonating inside the HCG and gradually leaking 228 energy to the surrounding media. In the dispersion characteristics, the onset of subsequent 229 propagating diffraction modes is clearly evident. These are marked by the black dashed lines in 230 Fig. 2(b) . The first line marks the onset of the -1 st grating transmission mode defined by 231 
257
To compute the response of the HCG filter on an absorbing substrate, we use the structure 258 shown in Fig. 2(a) with an absorbing substrate of sufficiently large thickness e t , with 259 section. A contour plot of the computed absorptivity is shown in Fig. 2(c) . The diffraction mode 263 edges are also evident in Fig. 2(c) , and a match between the resonant absorption dips and the 264 band structure in Fig. 2(b) occurs where the resonance is primarily reflective. We also notice an 265 asymmetric response above the -1 st reflection line for positive and negative incident angles. This 266 indicates the difference of the phase profile of the surface, implied by the non-symmetric 267 geometry of the double groove HCG [42] . It is worth mentioning that this asymmetric absorption 268 does not appear before the onset of the -1 st reflection mode. The reason is that only the 0 th order 269 reflection was present, and regardless of the asymmetry of coupling to the available diffraction 270 modes in the substrate, the accumulated phases at the exit of the grating to air will be the same. 271 Accordingly, the sum of the diffracted waves in the substrate is similar if a wave is incident from 272 the right or the left sides. Efficient coupling to the -1 st reflection from this HCG and the 273 asymmetric behavior is discussed in details in [42] . Although the direction of the scattered fields 274 does not affect emissivity, the scattering direction makes a great deal of difference when 275 designing an angularly selective reflection filter, since the flow of the scattered transmission may 276 be important to deliver power to subsequent layers. Careful grating design is needed to prevent 277 power splitting between diffraction modes. 278
To better understand the interference between different diffraction modes, we present the 279 parallel magnetic field profile H y at different points on the absorptivity plot in Fig. 2(c) . We 280 choose three points with considerably different field profiles and plot them in Fig. 2 Finally, the proposed design will only be effective with the p-polarized component of stray 296 thermal radiation. To show the significant dependence on the polarization state, we plot the 297 absorptivity spectra for s-polarized incident plane waves in Fig. 2 (e). It shows that the resonant 298 modes are significantly different than the p-polarized resonant modes. However, it is still 299 possible to use a polarization filter at the target to screen out the s-polarized incident radiation. 300
Another possible solution is to consider polarization-independent GMR filters, for example by 301 using 2D structures [45, 46] or by engineering the GMR filter such that the s-and p-polarized 302 resonant modes match at a single frequency [47] . It is also important to emphasize that the GMR 303 filter material selection is arbitrary, as long as the reflection directional resonances could be 304 tuned for the different emitter segments. 305
B. Frequency selectivity and segments design 306
For the design depicted in Fig. 1 , each emitter segment should have a spatially-dependent 307 emission null; thus, it is necessary to modify the angular dependence of the emissivity functionfor each segment. The contour plot of Fig. 2(c) is the basis of the design of the individual 309 emitter's segments. One can choose an arbitrary null angle, and select the corresponding 310 normalized frequency, from which a value of the period can be selected. To constraint the 311 spectral response we choose a frequency selective doped transparent substrate. We assume a Yb-312 doped glass as a frequency selective emitting substrate, with a peak absorption coefficient around 313 950 nm. The frequency selective absorption coefficient 'masks' the contour plot in Fig. 2(c) and 314 selects only a band of frequencies with some angular dispersion. An example is plotted in Fig.  315 3(a), with the value of 440.26 nm. In designing the segments, the period is chosen such that 316 the selective frequency band is in the range of normalized frequencies between and 317
, to exclude emission in a single direction while avoiding unnecessary elimination of 318 emission in other directions, at a given wavelength. Another advantage of choosing the 319 absorption nulls in this normalized frequency range is that the angular width of the null direction 320 decreases for larger angles, which fulfils the original requirement of the emitter design as 321 described in Fig. 1 . 322
To assemble the emitting setup described in Fig. 1 simulations to gradually change the angle from ~48 to 10°, for segments 1 through 5 and for 327 segments 11 through 7, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . For the middle segment (number 6), we utilize the 328 emitter design described in our previous work [19] , in which a similar design to Fig. 2(a) was 329 introduced, but with using a single groove Si HCG instead, with grating thickness of 0.6a and 330 ridge width of 0.68a, where a=454.3 nm. The emissivity spectra of this middle segment at 331 different incident angles with a Yb-doped substrate is shown in the contour plot of Fig. 3(b) . 332 333 334 Fig. 3 . Two examples of emissivity contour plots for an emitter with a Yb-doped substrate, as a frequency 335 selective substrate. (a) Emissivity plot of the thermal emitter in Fig. 2(a) , with period a=440 nm.
336
Changing a steers the null angle, specifically at 982.5 nm (dashed blue line). (b) Emissivity plot of a 337 structure similar to Fig. 2(a) , but with a single groove grating (as described in reference [19] ). The 338 grating thickness is 0.6 and the Si filling factor is 0.68a, where a=454.3 nm. An emitter segment with 339 emissivity spectra in (b) will be used for the middle segment [number 6 in Fig. 5(a) ]. 340 341 342 343
C. View factor reduction 344
In this section, two cases of view factor reduction are presented. The view factor reduction 345 due to using GMR filters is first studied for a distant receiver situation. Second, the view factor 346 reduction due to a spatially dependent angle selective nearby thermal emitter is studied. 347
A distant emitter and receiver 348
We start with the simpler case where the receiver is far away. For this purpose, it is required 349 to reduce the heat exchange in the normal direction only. Thus, the emitter is covered with a 350 single grating structure whose emissivity spectrum is shown in Fig. 4(a) . The obtained spectrum 351 ignores the substrate's dispersion and absorption. We consider two scenarios to model this 352 situation. The first scenario assumes that the emitter is radiating directly in the normal direction, 353 similar to the emission received from the direct component of sunlight. The receiver is a thick, 354 transparent, non-selective, low-loss absorbing substrate covered with a single groove GMR of 355 period a=872.64 nm. We assume that the emitter and the receiver have the same width l, and 356 separated by a distance D=0.5l. This scenario mimics a daytime radiative cooling setting, where 357 heat exchange is prevented from the normal direction and allowed otherwise. To calculate the 358 reduction of the received power at the target, we compute the view factor with the proposed 359 design, and compare it to the view factor obtained for a blackbody at the same temperature and 360 with the same dimensions and separation distance. The normalized view factor plotted in Fig.  361 4(b) is the ratio between the former and the latter view factors. A large reduction in the 362 normalized view factor over a wide range of wavelengths (1500 nm to 2200 nm) that reaches 363 more than 99% around 1530 nm and 2130 nm is evident in Fig. 4(b) . 364
In the second scenario, we consider an emitter with a frequency-selective substrate with 365 emissivity spectra shown in Fig. 3(b) . The receiver is assumed to have no angular dependence.
366
We study the effect of changing the separation distance D. The separation distance should be 367 large enough, so that the angular width dispersion eliminates radiation received from different 368 locations on the emitter. The minimum separation distance may be estimated as 369
, where t l is the target's length, and θ Δ is the angular spread around 370 the normal direction as described in Fig. 4(a) . Increasing the separation distance above min D will 371 further reduce the received power at the target, compared to a blackbody emitter at the same 372 wavelength. The normalized view factor is plotted in Fig. 4(c) , assuming an emitter of length 373 
A nearby receiver 393
In the second case where the emitter is close to the receiver, the design in Fig. 1 can be useful,  394 given a proper design. To realize this concept, one can think of the emitter as a set of individual 395 point sources, radiating thermal power with tailored angular emission patterns, such that a null is 396 available at the target's direction. In this way, we can arrange adjacent emitter segments so that 397 each segment will act as an emitter point source with a null radiation towards the target, while 398 the emission lobes deliver power to the rest of the receiver's surface. In the ideal situation, the 399 null directions and the angular widths of the null points change adiabatically between segments, 400 according to the separation distance between the specific segment and the receiver, and the 401 dimensions of the protected target. If the segment is not small enough, then non-conforming 402 emission nulls will contribute substantially more emission at the target. 
409
The computed view factor is normalized by the original view factor for each surface without exclusion.
410
Sampling more emitting sources over each segment increases the received power at the target because of 411 the increased overlap between different emitting sources over each segment.
413
For that purpose, we consider an example for the emitter design as shown in Fig. 5(a) , where 414 arbitrary emitting segments could be arranged to give emission nulls at the target as discussed 415
earlier. The emission pattern of each segment is plotted, and the shaded yellow areas show the 416 null direction and their angular extension over the target. As shown in Fig. 5(a) , the target length 417 is l and the emitter and the receiver are of the same length 1 2 1.61
, while the separation 418 distance D is 5.75l. Note that the segment's length should be large enough to include a sufficient 419 number of periods of the HCG, to avoid reduction of the resonant peaks amplitudes, as well as 420 spectral broadening [48] . The view factor is computed as described in reference [41], but for a 421 surface with infinite extension in one direction (see Methods). The obtained view factor is 422 plotted in Fig. 5(b) , but normalized to the value of the view factor in absence of any angular 423 shaping emitters. Ideally, we expect to see a dip to zero of the normalized view factor around the 424 design wavelength of 982.5 nm. Although the normalized view factor does not go to zero at 425 982.5, it still shows a dip at this particular wavelength, with a reduction of almost 80%, 426 compared to a plane blackbody emitter. This non-zero received power at the target is mainly 427 caused by the null angular width being insufficient to cover the whole target area, as well as the 428 residual emission at each null. This suggests further optimization of the designed segments could 429 provide better overlap of nulls at the target. We also notice that the normalized view factor is 430 below 70% for wavelengths between 950 nm and 1010 nm, which is simply due to the dispersion 431 characteristics of the emission nulls, that still keeps the received power at the target sufficiently 432 low, despite the fact that the nulls are displaced at these wavelengths. 
440
Another source of extra emission in a real device is the fact that each line segment over the 441 emitter surface will act as a line thermal source, thus it makes sense to sample a number of points 442 over each segment during the view factor calculation, to mimic a realistic situation. Since these 443 sampled sources will not have the exact overlap with the target due to their spatial offset from 444 the center of the segment, it is expected that these extra sources will contribute more power at the 445 target. The expected reduction of the normalized view factor is also plotted in Fig. 5(b) , and it 446 shows that 10 samples over each segment are enough to describe the realistic response for this 447 example, since similar results are obtained with a 100 of sampling sources for each segment. Of 448 course, with these extra sources added, the normalized view factor decreases reduction to almost 449 69% at 982.5 nm. 450
To show that received power is only decreased at the target, we perform the same calculations 451 of the view factor over the rest of the receiver's surface. The computed view factor, plotted also 452 in Fig. 5 (b) in red shows a reduction of only 6.6% at 982.5 nm, caused mainly by the presence of 453 mirror symmetric null of each segment at the opposite directions of the target. Accordingly, the 454 proposed design can selectively exclude the emission towards a target without a significant 455 alteration of the power flow to the surrounding areas. 456
As mentioned earlier, the emission reduction is best when properties of emitter segments vary 457 adiabatically across the surface. In the case of a finite number of fabricated emitter segments 458 with distinct properties, it is possible to estimate the contribution of each segment to the received 459 power at the target, then identify the biggest contributors and replace them by a better matching 460 emission patterns. The contour plots in Fig. 6 (a) and 6(b) shows the received power from each 461 emitter segment at the target and over the receiver's surface excluding the target, respectively, 462 over the selective range of wavelengths. First, we note that the values of the received power in 463 Fig. 6 (a) are one order of magnitude less than Fig. 6(b) . This is expected since the target area is 464 much less than the receiver area. Second, the received power over the range of wavelengths from specifically from the middle segments, compared to the inset of Fig. 6(a) . Although replacing 475 these elements contributed to a better view factor reduction (77% in this case), the replaced 476 segments, however, caused some reduction of the received power at the surface excluding the 477 target, to 9.9% compared to 6.6% in Fig. 5(b) . Fortunately, the decreased view factor outside the 478 target is not significant, since substantial power is still received from other emitter segments.
479
Although this modification does not provide a 100% reduction of view factor at the target, 480 further numerical optimization of the GMR filters on each emitter segment could also be utilized 481 to push the angular emissivity reduction at the target to near 100%. In future work, one may 482 consider steering nulls into a targeted solid angle through a 2D periodic surface array of emitter 483 elements. 484 485
IV. CONCLUSION 486
We propose a photonic structure based on guided mode resonance filters on thick low-loss 487 emitters for narrowband directional thermal emission exclusion to reduce thermal exchange 488 between a distant receiver and an emitter, or a nearby emitter and a sensitive target. For a distant 489 emitter, a reduction of 99.77% is shown using a single groove HCG grating eliminating emission 490 in the normal direction, which can operate over either a narrow or broad range of wavelengths.
491
For a nearby thermal emitter, the reflection resonances of the GMR filters are tuned almost 492 adiabatically over the emitter's surface to yield a radiation null at the target. Frequency 493 selectivity can be achieved using a frequency-selective emitter substrate, such as a rare-earth 494 doped glass. Careful tailoring of emitter segments showed a view factor reduction at the target of 495 at approximately 77%, compared to a relatively minor (<10%) view factor reduction over other 496 areas around the target. While this design focuses on a single wavelength, it may be extended to 497 a broader band. Finally, this approach may find applications in daytime radiative cooling, stray 498 radiation reduction in IR telescopes and thermoluminescence spectroscopy. 499 500 501 
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of its original value, however, the total view factor over the rest of the surface is reduced to 0. 
